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Abstract

The N + N2 exchange rate is calculated using a time-dependent quantum dynamics method on

a newly determined ab initio potential energy surface (PES) for the ground 4A" state. This ab

initio PES shows a double barrier feature in the interaction region with the barrier height at 47.2

kcal/mol, and a shallow well between these two barriers, with the minimum at 43.7 kcal/mol. A

quantum dynamics wave packet calculation has been carried out using the fitted PES to compute

the cumulative reaction probability for the exchange reaction of N + N2(J=0). The J - K shift

method is then employed to obtain the rate constant for this reaction. The calculated rate constant

is compared with experimental data and a recent quasi-classical calculation using a LEPS PES.

Significant differences are found between the present and quasiclassical results. The present rate

calculation is the first accurate 3D quantal dynamics study for N + N2 reaction system and the ab

initio PES reported here is the first such surface for N3.
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The high-speed entry of a spacecraftintothe Earth's atmosphere imparts a large amount

of heat to the ambient gas. This large heat load excites,dissociatesand ionizesthe atoms

and molecules in the atmosphere. The radicalsand ions so formed are chemically reactive

and the reactionscan proceed rapidly under the high temperature conditions. Both the

heat load, and the reactivityof the speciesproduced are important data for heat shield

design. Since the major component of the Earth's atmosphere is/V2,the exchange and dis-

sociationreactionsof nitrogen play primary rolesin flow-fieldmodeling and in determining

the heat load on spacecraft surfaces.Thus the rate constants of these reactions are part of

the necessary database for heat shielddesign.The nitrogen reactionsare alsoimportant in

other high temperature environments involvingN2 gas,such as shock tube experiments and

comet/meteor entry into Titan's atmosphere. Experimental measurements for these high

temperature (_ 20,000 K) reactionsare difficultand extrapolationsfrom lower tempera-

ture data are generally unreliable.Consequently theoreticalcalculationsbecome the only

availablemeans to determine these high temperature rate constants.

Ithas been shown in recent years that the time-dependent quantum dynamics scattering

method can provide reliablerates for atom-diatom and diatom-diatom reactions[l].How-

ever, most of the studies so far have been for relativelylightsystems, involving one or

more hydrogen atoms[l],as a resultof the relativelylow computational cost for light-atom

systems. In contrast,heavy-atom systems are seldom studied due to the large amount of

computational resources required. Up to now no accurate quantum dynamics study has

been applied to the N + At2 reactionsystem,although severalclassicaltrajectory and quasi-

classicalcalculations[9-8]have been reported based on an empiricalLEPS PES by Lagan_

et al.[2].

Another bottleneck in solving the _N + ]V2 problem isthe lack of a reliablePES. Up to

now only the empiricalLEPS surface[2]has been available.This PES has a lineartransition

state,with a barrierheight at 36 kcal/mol, which isthe lower limitof the activationenergy,

deduced from the resultsof a nuclear radiationexperiment[9]. Apparently the choice of

transitionstate geometry and barrierheightfor the LEPS surface is not based on any ab

initiocalculations.Later studies[10,II] indicatea non-lineartransitionstate to be likely;

a change of transitionstate geometry from linearto bent would make it more efficient

to transfercollisionenergy into effectivemotion along the reaction path. Nevertheless,

the originalLEPS surface was stillused in recent studiesof vibrationalexcitation[T]and



exchange and dissociation reactions[8] of the N + N2 system.

In this communication, we report the first ab initio calculation of the full surface of the

.N3 system. An analytical PES is then derived by fitting the 3326 ab initio points using 68

parameters. A time-dependent wave packet study of the exchange reaction

+ j) --+N2(J, j') + N (1)

is then carried out using the fitted surface. We believe this is the first accurate 3D quantum

dynamics study for this reaction. As seen below, the ab initio surface has entirely differ-

ent characteristics from the LEPS surface. In particular, the ab initio surface has double

barriers in the transition state region. Only a quantal treatment can describe the quantum

interference effect between the two barriers.

The lowest /V3 state is a 4A" state. The global minimum of the surface corresponds to

the van der Vv'aals minimum at large N-_N2 separation. Because the bonding nature changes

at different N3 geometries, different quantum chemical treatments and different Gaussian

basis sets are used in different regions of the surface. A detailed description of the ab

initio calculation and the fitting of the PES will be presented elsewhere[12]. Briefly, the

region with large N ÷/_½ separation distance is calculated using the open shell CCSD(T)

method (spin-unrestricted couple-cluster singles and doubles with perturbation-correction

of triples) as formulated by Watts et al.[13] using Dunning's cc-pVQZ Gaussian basis[14, 15]

plus bond functions placed midway between the N atom and the center-of-mass of the N2

molecule. Basis set superposition error is important in this region and corrections for BSSE

have been carried out[16]. For the region with one N-N bond distance less than 4 a.u., the

potential energies are determined using the CCSD(T) method as formulated by Knowles et

al.[i7] using Dunning's aug-cc-pVTZ Gaussian basis[14, 15]. The validity of the use of the

CCSD(T) method has been confirmed by selected calculations using the ICMRCI (internally

contracted multi-reference configuration-interaction) method[18, 19]. In the region where all

three _N-oN bonds are large, the ICMRCI method is used in the calculations. All calculations

used the computer code MOLPRO[20].

The N3 energy is specified by the three Jacobi coordinates [16]; i.e., the separation dis-

tance r of a diatomic molecule, the separation distance R from the center of the atom to

the center of mass of the diatomic molecule, and the angle 0 between r and R. The N3

energy is determined using a many-body expansion[21]; the three-particle contribution to



the short-rangeN3energyis Constructedfrom an expansionof the form

V_(r,R,e) : exp(-_r _ - flR_)_A_/R_P_(c°se)
(2)

where P2_(cos 0) is a Legendre polynomial. The coefficients Al,_ are chosen to conform to

the symmetry of the N3 molecule and and the values of l, rn, and n are selected to satisfy

the convergence criterion stated in Ref. 21. The values of AL,_ and the Gaussian cut-off

coefficients[22] c_ and fl are determined from the ab initio data using a nonlinear least-squares

fitting program LDER1 from the MINPACK package[23]. The 3-particle contribution to the

long-range N3 energy is adapted from the results of Ref 16.

The present ab initio PES for N3 is drastically different from the LEPS surface. Not only

is the lowest-lying transition state on the ab initio PES nonlinear, but the PES actually has

double barriers, i.e., two transition states connected by a shallow well. The two barriers

are symmetric with respect to interchange of two N atoms. Thus one is located in the

entrance channel and the other in the exit channel of the exchange reaction. Based on the

fitted PES, the lengths for the two N - N bonds of the two barriers are 2.23 a.u. and 2.80

a.u. respectively and the bond angle is 119 °. The shallow well between the two barriers,

corresponding to a metastable N3 state, has C2v symmetry with both bond lengths at 2.40

a.u. and the bond angle is 120 °. Fig. 1 shows a contour plot of the fitted ab initio PES

in term of two N - N bonds with the angle fixed at the transition state angle (119°). The

height of the two barriers is 47.2 keal/mol and the shallow minimum is 3.5 kcal/mol below

the barrier.

Geometry optimizations and harmonic frequency analysis were performed at the Knowles

formulated CCSD(T) and the CASSCF(15 electrons in 12 orbitals) levels of theory using

the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set to confirm the existence of the double barrier and shallow well

features. Vibrational analyses show that the two barrier tops are true transition states with

one imaginary frequency and the shallow well is a true minimum with all real frequencies.

The geometries of the transition state and the we!l, determined using the geometry search

approach with the CCSD(T) method and the results of the fitted ab initio PES, are tabulated

in Table 1. Good agreement is obtained in a comparison between the fitted results and the

geometry search. The CASSCF search gives the transition state geometry as ra(rb) = 2.28

a.u., rb(r¢) = 2.64 a.u., and _ = 117 ° and the well geometry as ra = rb = 2.41 a.u. and

= 118 °. The CASSCF geometry is somewhat different from the RCCSD(T) values, a result



of the different treatment of electroncorrelation.Nevertheless,the threesetsof resultsare

sufficiently closethat we considerthe nature of the transition states and the well to be

confirmed.

The characteristicsof the transition state region are further confirmedby ICMRCI cal-

culationsat the transition state and metastableminimum geometriesasdetermined by the

CCSD(T) geometrysearch.At the shallowwell geometry,the Hartree-Fockfunction in the

ICMRCI wavefunction hasa coefficientof 0.90,and at the transition state geometryits co-

efficient is 0.91. Also, the energyorder for thesetwo points are maintainedin the ICMRCI

calculation. Thus the ICMRCI result justifies the useof CCSD(T) method to characterize

the transition state region.

A time-dependentwave-packetmethod[24]is employedto carry out a three dimensional

calculation for the initial state selectedprobability for Y -- 0 in the Jacobi coordinates.

The parametersfor this calculation are: 280 sine functions to expand the translational

coordinate,160DVR vibrational basis for the N - N coordinate and 70 even(jma_--140)

or odd (jmax --141) Legendre functions for the angular part. For total energy up to 4.0 eV,

I0 vibrational open channels, and a total of 771 open vibrational-rotational initial states

need to be considered for the cumulative reaction probability for J -- 0. Then the Y- K

shifting method[25] is applied to calculate the total cumulative reaction probability for the

rate constant calculation. Each initial state reaction probability calculation is performed

with 32 CPU on an SGI Origin 3000 system. In total about I0,000 CPU hours have been

used for the quantum dynamics rate constant calculation.

Fig. 2 shows the cumulative reaction probability, for J--0, as a function of total energy.

It clearly shows the reaction resonances caused by the well in the potential energy surface,

especially at the lower scattering energies. Detailed analysis will be pursued in future studies.

Fig. 3 compares the present 3D quantum dynamics rate based on our ab initio PES

and the quasi-classical results calculated by Capitelli et al.[8] based on the LEPS with

available experimental data[9, 26, 27]. The error for data from Ref. [26] is estimated

based on the spread of their data in their Fig. 6. Note that Lyon[9] and Back and Mui's[27]

experiments only give the upper limits for the rate constant at 1273 K. The comparison shows

differences of the rate constants from the present results and the quasi-classical results. This

is attributable mainly due to the different characteristics of our ab initio PES and the LEPS,

as well as the difference between the dynamics treatment. All these quoted experimental

4



measurementshavelargeuncertaintiesand cannot be usedto differentiate betweenthe two

setsof the theoretical results. Basedon the quality of our ab initio PES and the established

reliability of our quantum dynamics treatment, we consider the present set of rate constants

to be suitable for flowfield modeling purposes.
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Table i. Parametersof the two transition statesand well.

RCCSD(T) Search fitted PES

transition state

8 = i17° 8= 119°

AE=47.1 kcal/moP AE= 47.2 kcal/moP

welt

8=120 o 8=120 °

AE=44.7 kcal/moP AE=43.7 kcal/moP

a With respect to the reactant energy N + N2.



Fig. 1 Contour plot of the fitted potential energy surface based on 3326 ab initio points in

terms of the two .N - N bond distances r_ and rb. The bond angle is fixed at the

transition state 119 ° .

Fig. 2 Cumulative Reaction Probability for ] = 0 as a function of the total energy.

Fig. 3 Comparison of the present quantal rate on our ab initio PES and quasi-classical

rate[8] on LEPS with experimental data: Lyon[9], Bar-Nun and Lifshitz[26], Back

and Mui[27].
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